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Abstract. Over the last 3 decades, satellite data have been
used to monitor long-term global changes in stratospheric
ozone. The TOMS series (1978–present) and GOME (1995–
present) are two very important instruments in this context.
In this paper, TOMS total ozone and three approaches to
derive total ozone from GOME measurements are validated
with ground-based Dobson network data. Beyond the operational products of both instruments, e.g. TOMS version 7
and GOME Data Processor version 2.7, total ozone is calculated by integrating FURM ozone profiles and by applying the TOMS algorithm to the GOME spectra. All algorithms show in general good agreement with ground-based
measurements. The operational GOME total ozone shows
seasonal variations, most likely introduced by difficulties in
the derivation of airmass factors, which convert measured
slant columns into vertical columns. The TOMS algorithm
estimates on average 2% higher total ozone in the southern
hemisphere than in the northern for both instruments as compared to the ground-based data, indicating that the source of
the observed hemispheric differences is in the TOMS algorithm. Both instruments show aging effects in 2000, leading
to enhanced variability in the ozone column differences with
respect to Dobson data. In addition, the integrated GOME
ozone profiles and the TOMS algorithm applied to GOME
data show larger mean deviations in 2000.

1 Introduction
The stratospheric ozone layer protects the biosphere from
harmful ultraviolet radiation. Dramatic changes in the ozone
layer during the Antarctic spring first detected by Farman
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et al. (1985) established the need for global measurement
of atmospheric trace gases with ozone as the most important
one. Longterm observation are urgently needed to assess current and future changes.
Ground-based instruments can provide long and stable
data records for a specified location. Satellite instruments
are the most effective way to achieve a global view of the atmosphere, but have to be validated during the complete lifetime to ensure the ongoing quality of the measured data and
to avoid longterm drifts in their data by instrumental aging
effects.
The Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometers TOMS have
been a successful series of instruments designed for measuring total ozone. TOMS measures total ozone, an aerosol
index, and SO2 . The Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment
(GOME) is a combined prism and grating spectrometer. Operational data products are total columns of ozone and NO2 .
Retrieval of ozone profiles and of additional trace gases have
been demonstrated: BrO, SO2 , OClO, HCHO and water
vapour (Burrows et al., 1999).
The objective of this paper is to define the drift of total
ozone determined from EP-TOMS and GOME in comparison to ground-based measurements from Dobson and Brewer
stations collected by WOUDC. Four datasets of total ozone
are used: From TOMS, the operational version 7 product
is used. From GOME, three types of datasets are compiled: First, total ozone is calculated with the DOAS approach, which is the operational GOME data product GDP
version 2.7. Second, total ozone is calculated by integrating
GOME ozone profiles calculated with the inversion scheme
FURM. Third, the TOMS algorithm is applied to the GOME
spectra. Comparing different algorithms is a good way to
separate the effects of instrument degradation from possible
shortcomings of the individual algorithms.
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Table 1. Spectral Bands of GOME. Italic: Spectral regions since
July 1998. Bold: Integration times with more than 75◦ solar zenith
angle

spectral
region
[nm]

integration
time
[s]

1A

238–307 (238–283)

12 (60)

0.2

960×100

1B

307–314 (283–314)

1.5 (6)

0.2

320×40

—

Band

2A

not used

—

2B

311–404

1.5 (6)

resolution
spectral
spatial
[nm]
[km]×[km]

—
320×40

3

394–611

0.29

320×40

4

578–794

0.33

320×40

2

The instruments

Measurements from the satellite instruments GOME and
TOMS are used. Both observe Earth’s atmosphere in nadir
geometry from a polar, sun-synchronous orbit. The groundbased network consists of Dobson and Brewer instruments.
2.1

GOME

The Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment GOME aboard
the European Remote Sensing Satellites ERS-2 of the European Space Agency ESA measures the backscattered and
reflected solar radiation from the atmosphere and surface
of the Earth in the spectral range from 240–790 nm with
a moderate resolution of 0.2–0.4 nm. GOME observes
the earth in nadir viewing geometry, scanning across-track
±30◦ corresponding to 960 km on ground. Global coverage
is reached within 3 days at the equator and faster at higher
latitudes. The detectors are four Reticon SiO diode arrays
with 1024 pixels for each, corresponding to 4 channels (ESA,
1995). Channel 1 and 2 are divided in two bands, leading to a
total of six bands. Table 1 lists the properties of the bands. To
shorter wavelength, the intensity of incoming light is drastically reduced due to the increasing ozone absorption in the
Huggins-Band. Therefore, Band 1A has a longer integration
time of 12 s instead of 1.5 s. After July 1998, the boundary between Band 1A and 1B has been moved from 307 nm
to 283 nm. Before March 1996, the integration time for the
long wavelength channels were limited to 0.375 s to avoid
saturation effects, afterwards a co-adding software patch to
achieve the nominal 1.5 s integration time without saturation
was successfully up-linked to the satellite.
Once a day GOME solar irradiance measurements are performed, which is needed to normalise the backscattered radiances. The solar radiation enters the instrument through the
sun viewport, reduced by a diffuser plate and a 20% transmission mesh and directed by the sun view mirror to the
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 3, 1409–1419, 2003

scan mirror in an appropriate position. Three additional fast
broadband detectors are used to determine the polarisation
state of the incoming light, which is needed to take into account the polarisation sensitivity of the optical components
of the instrument.
2.2

EP-TOMS

The Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometers TOMS have been a
successful series of instruments designed for measuring total
ozone. The TOMS instruments use six discrete wavelength
in the UV/visible part of the spectrum to derive total ozone,
an aerosol index, and SO2 . TOMS aboard NIMBUS-7 started
in 1978 and operated successfully 14.5 years, TOMS on Meteor 3 operated 1991 to 1994. TOMS aboard ADEOS was
launched in 1996 and ceased operation in June 1997 with the
failure of the ADEOS spacecraft. The last instrument of this
series is TOMS aboard Earth Probe (EP-TOMS), launched in
July 1996.
Originally, the data obtained from EP-TOMS were intended to complement data obtained from ADEOS TOMS.
The initial 500 km orbit led to smaller footprints with the
disadvantage of loosing global coverage in one day. With
the failure of the ADEOS spacecraft Earth Probe was lifted
to higher orbit, so that EP-TOMS has almost global coverage
in one day since December 1997.
TOMS uses a single monochromator and a scanning mirror to sample the backscattered solar ultraviolet radiation at
35 sample points at 3-degree intervals along a line perpendicular to the orbital plane. It then quickly returns to the first
position, not making measurements on the retrace. Eight seconds after the start of the previous scan, another scan begins.
EP-TOMS measures six discrete wavelengths between 309
and 360 nm, selected by a chopper wheel in the light path
behind the monochromator grating. The slit functions are
triangular with a nominal 1 nm bandwidth.
The solar irradiance is measured using a diffuser plate to
reflect sunlight into the instrument. Actually, three diffuser
plates are installed, which are used at different frequency.
Comparisons of the signals of these diffusers allow the determination of degradation rates of the diffusers (McPeters
et al., 1998).
2.3

Dobson and Brewer spectrophotometer

The first Dobson spectrophotometer was developed in 1927
by G. M. B. Dobson (Dobson and Harrison, 1926; Dobson
et al., 1927, 1929; Dobson, 1931). Since then this type of
instruments plays an important role in routine measurements
of total ozone. The Antarctic ozone hole was first observed
by a Dobson instrument (Farman et al., 1985), which was
subsequently confirmed by the TOMS instrument (Stolarski
et al., 1986). The measurement method uses the ozone absorption in the Huggins band. The differential absorption
at two wavelength pairs is measured to separate the ozone
www.atmos-chem-phys.org/acp/3/1409/
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absorption from the scattering by atmospheric molecules and
aerosols.
Dobson instruments need an accurate calibration, limiting historical records to an accuracy of 5–10% (Grant,
1989). Since the mid-1970s, virtually all instruments in the
Dobson network are regularly calibrated with the referencestandard Dobson spectrophotometer M83 located in Mauna
Loa, Hawaii (Komhyr et al., 1989). The relative uncertainty
is now estimated to be 2% (Basher, 1985).
Since the early 1970s an alternative instrument called the
Brewer spectrophotometer was developed (Brewer, 1973). It
is able to measure all wavelength nearly simultaneously and
is easier to calibrate. Since 1982, a fully automated instrument version is available, allowing in principle a better performance (Kerr et al., 1984). In the following, the Dobson
and Brewer network will be called Dobson network for simplicity, the majority of sites still operate Dobson instruments.
The Dobson network has been already used for validating total ozone (Lambert et al., 2000). Version 7 of Nimbus 7 TOMS has been shown to agree within 1% with the
Dobson network in the northern hemisphere for solar zenith
angles up to about 80% (McPeters and Labow, 1996). Dobson network data have been also used to homogenise TOMS
and GOME data for longterm trend assessment up to 1998
(Bodeker et al., 2001).
3

Algorithms

Four algorithm are used to derive total ozone from the satellite instruments, one is applied to TOMS data and three uses
the GOME spectra. The following list gives an overview in
conjunction with the abbreviations for the datasets used in
this paper, afterwards a description of the algorithms is given.
EPTOMS. Version 7 EP-TOMS total ozone.
GOMEDOAS. Version 2.7 GOME total ozone.
GOMEFURM. Integrated GOME ozone profiles calculated with
FURM 5.0.
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climatological atmospheric conditions and a range of ozone
columns. In a second step, the wavelength triplets are used
to refine the initial value. The use of triplets instead of pairs
allows a correction for effects linear with wavelength. The
used triplet depends on the optical path length, e.g. the solar
zenith angle.
Clouds are determined from the 360 nm wavelength,
which is insensitive to ozone. The radiance is calculated for
cloud free and fully cloud covered scene, then the cloud fraction is estimated as weight of the summed radiances, which
match the measured radiance. In the radiative transfer model
effect of clouds and aerosols are treated as effective Lambertian albedo. The cloud cover is used together with ISCCP
cloud climatology information to estimate the invisible ozone
below the clouds (McPeters et al., 1998).
3.2

GOMEDOAS

The Differential Optical Absorption spectroscopy (DOAS,
Platt, 1994) is used to derive trace gases columns from
GOME spectra. The DOAS algorithm determines an ozone
slant column in the 325–355 nm spectral window (Burrows
et al., 1999). Air mass factors describe the enhancement
of the absorption of a given trace gas due to slant paths of
incident light in the atmosphere. A fast radiative transfer
model calculates AMFs on-line, considering only single scattering effects. The multiple scattering is then accounted for
by multiplicative correction factors that were derived from
radiative transfer simulations using GOMETRAN (Rozanov
et al., 1997, 1998). Dividing the slant column by the AMF
gives the vertical column. A correction for the missing ozone
below clouds is applied by adding a ghost vertical column to
the vertical column using fractional cloud cover information
derived from the missing O2 A band absorption at 760 nm
(Kuze and Chance, 1994). Because the ozone fitting window is part of channel 2 of the instrument, for most of the
orbit the ground-pixel size is 40×320 km. For this paper, the
total ozone calculated by the GOME Data Processor (GDP)
version 2.7 is used (Spurr, 2000).

GOMETOMS. TOMS Version 7 total ozone algorithm applied to
GOME data.

3.3

Whereas EPTOMS and GOMEDOAS are official products
of the instruments, the GOMEFURM and GOMETOMS data
were calculated for this paper.

Height-resolved ozone information can be derived from the
short-wave Hartley-Huggins ozone bands. The Full Retrieval
Method (FURM) derives ozone profiles from GOME sun
normalised spectra (Hoogen et al., 1999). It consists of
two parts: (i) a forward model, the pseudo-spherical multiple scattering radiative transfer model (RTM) GOMETRAN
(Rozanov et al., 1997) calculating the TOA (top of atmosphere) radiance for a given state of the atmosphere as defined by the ozone vertical distribution and other trace gas
distributions, the surface albedo, and the aerosol scenario
among others, and (ii) an inversion scheme which matches
in iterative steps the calculated TOA radiance to the measured GOME radiance by adjusting the model atmospheric

3.1

EPTOMS

The TOMS version 7 algorithm is similar to the approach
used for Dobson instruments. Pairs of wavelengths with
differential ozone absorption are used to determine the total ozone column. In a first step, one pair is used to determine an initial assumption of the total ozone by comparing
the measured radiance differences with (pre-) calculated differences from a radiation transfer code for a given geometry,
www.atmos-chem-phys.org/acp/3/1409/

GOMEFURM
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Dobson stations

Fig. 1. Location of used Dobson stations. The vertical length of the cross indicates the number of the coincidences with the GOMEFURM

Fig. 1. Location of used Dobson stations. The vertical length of the cross indicates the number of the coincidences with the GOMEFURM
dataset.
dataset.

parameters such as the vertical ozone distribution using
appropriate weighting functions also provided by GOMETRAN. An improved optimal estimation approach is used
for this task (Rodgers, 2000; Hoogen et al., 1999). In this
work, the spectral window from 290 nm to 345 nm is used.
Since the spectral reflectivity varies with ground pixel area,
channel 2 and band 1B data are co-added to match the scene
reflectivity of the UV channel. The corresponding ground
pixel is therefore enlarged to about 100×960 km (see Table 1). Larger integration times cannot be handled by the
current version of FURM (5.0), therefore profile retrieval is
limited to solar zenith angles below 76◦ .
Profiles are retrieved on 71 altitude levels from ground to
71 km. The algorithm includes an effective correction for
www.atmos-chem-phys.org/0000/0001/
calibration uncertainties of the GOME instrument. Assimilated meteorological data from UKMO are used for obtaining
pressure and temperature profiles (Swinbank and O’Neill,
1994). A-priori information about the ozone distribution
was derived from the Fortuin and Kelder ozone climatology,
based on ozonesondes and SBUV/SBUV2 measurements between 1980 and 1991 (Fortuin, 1996; Fortuin and Kelder,
1998). Integrating the profiles determined with FURM yields
the GOMEFURM total ozone dataset.
3.4

GOMETOMS

The continuous spectrum of GOME also contains the discrete wavelengths used by TOMS. Therefore, the TOMS algorithm can be applied to derive total ozone from GOME
spectral measurements. The GOME spectra are slit-averaged
with a 1.1 nm FWHM triangle to match the spectral bandpass
of EP-TOMS. The smoothed GOME spectra are sampled at
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 3, 1409–1419, 2003

the six EP-TOMS wavelengths and the EP-TOMS version 7
algorithm is applied to the GOME data. This approach gives
the unique opportunity to investigate the separation of instrument calibration and ozone determination in the TOMS algorithm.

4

Data sets

The World Ozone and Ultraviolet Radiation Data Centre
(WOUDC) is one of six recognised World Data Centres
which are part of the Global Atmosphere Watch (GAW) program which in turn is part of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO). Measurements of ozone are collected since
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 0000, 0001–17, 2003
1960, a large dataset
contains measurements from Dobson
and Brewer spectrometer around the world. These data are
available through the WOUDC website (http://www.tor.ec.
gc.ca/woudc/woudc.html) (Hare and Fioletov, 1998; Wardle
et al., 1998). For this work, Dobson network data in the period from 1996 to 2000 are used. The stations are indicated
in Fig. 1.
All Dobson measurements are checked for overpasses of
the two satellite instruments at the same day. Overpass
means here, that the distance between ground pixel center
and Dobson station is less than 300 km. Only the nearest
ground pixel is used. When a match is found, the appropriate total ozone value was calculated from the measured radiances (GOMEFURM and GOMETOMS) or collected from
the official products (EPTOMS and GOMEDOAS).
The number of collocated data points are 52665 for
GOMEFURM, 59189 for GOMEDOAS, 92332 for EPTOMS and 57052 GOMETOMS. The EPTOMS dataset is
www.atmos-chem-phys.org/acp/3/1409/
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Fig. 2. Mean relative deviation between satellite and Dobson measurements. Top left: Daily mean of all coincidents in the northern
hemisphere. Top right: Daily mean of all coincidents in the southern hemisphere. Bottom left: Monthly mean northern hemisphere.
Bottom Right: Monthly mean southern hemisphere.

the largest one, because of the almost daily coverage of this
instrument. The GOMEFURM dataset is smaller than the
GOMEDOAS dataset, because some extra requirements for
the GOME data are needed, the most important one is the restriction to solar zenith angles below 76◦ . Additionally, January to March 1996 is not used for FURM retrieval because
of the missing co-adding patch for GOME.

ability of the data, whereas the monthly means stress the long
term variations. Figure 2 summarises the results for all four
datasets, separated in northern and southern hemisphere. The
datasets for the northern hemisphere are much larger than for
the southern hemisphere, because most stations are north of
the equator (see Fig. 1). The results for the two hemispheres
are quite different. In general, the lines are less smooth in the
southern hemisphere because of the reduced number of data
points. The statistics are summarised in Table 2.

5 Results
The relative differences between satellite and groundbased
data were calculated. Daily and monthly (more precisely:
four weekly) means of these values are produced to obtain
time series. The daily means gives an impression of the variwww.atmos-chem-phys.org/acp/3/1409/

GOMEDOAS total ozone is on average smaller than Dobson data by about 1.2% in the northern and 1.5% in the
southern hemisphere. During the course of the year a seasonal variation from −4 to +2% in the northern hemisphere
is clearly visible and is shifted by six months in the southern
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 3, 1409–1419, 2003
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Table 2. Mean absolute and relative differences between satellite and Dobson measurements and the associated RMS of the individual
comparisons in Dobson units and percent, respectively. Also given is the total number of collocations. NH summarises the northern
hemisphere, SH the southern hemisphere
Mean Diff.
[DU]

RMS Diff.
[DU]

Mean Relative Diff.
[%]

RMS Rel. Diff.
[%]

Coincidences
#

NH

GOMEDOAS
EPTOMS
GOMETOMS
GOMEFURM

−4.31
2.63
−4.14
4.91

19.35
17.22
18.56
20.08

−1.24
1.08
−1.15
1.80

6.01
5.63
5.85
6.25

48198
74295
46479
42661

SH

GOMEDOAS
EPTOMS
GOMETOMS
GOMEFURM

−5.09
8.71
2.29
3.97

16.12
12.36
17.22
26.69

−1.50
3.30
1.09
1.83

6.19
4.79
6.62
8.18

10991
18037
10573
10004

hemisphere. Highest positive ozone differences are observed
in spring and highest negative differences in autumn of each
hemisphere, respectively.
The EPTOMS dataset shows a small positive bias of 1.1%
in the northern hemisphere against the Dobson measurements, whereas in the southern hemisphere the mean offset
is about 3.3%. Little seasonal variation is observed.
The GOMETOMS overall means are 1.2% lower in the
northern and 1.1% higher in the southern hemisphere than
Dobson. A similar hemispheric bias of about 2% is observed
in the EPTOMS data. The seasonal variations are small in
the northern hemisphere, except for 2000, where the difference decreased to −5% in summer. In general, the lowest
values can be observed in summertime in the northern hemisphere, but only with variations up to one half percent for the
other years. In the southern hemisphere, the peaks around
April and November in 1996, 1997 and 1999 can reach up to
+3% and minimum values down to −4% in the second half
of 2000 are noticeable.
In both hemispheres, the GOMEFURM datasets give
about 1.8% higher ozone values. In the northern hemisphere,
the variations of the mean are small to within about ±1%.
The highest values are usually observed in the beginning of
the year with exception of 1997 where the maximum moved
to early March. The values decrease in the course of the
year towards a minimum in the second half of the year. In
the southern hemisphere, in all years local minima can be
observed around May and November. In 2000, the mean difference is enlarged to about 4%.
The daily mean differences are smoother for the EPTOMS
dataset because of the larger number of coincidences. The
GOMEFURM dataset is noisier because of the lower number of matches and, most likely, because of the larger ground
pixel area. Also the data from the southern hemisphere are
noisier than from the northern hemisphere because of the
smaller number of coincidences. All four datasets show an
increased variability in the daily means in 2000. The pecuAtmos. Chem. Phys., 3, 1409–1419, 2003

liar behaviour of all datasets in 2000 can be interpreted as
instrumental effects in both, GOME and TOMS, as will be
discussed later on.
For three examples, time series at a single station are
shown in Fig. 3. For the northern midlatitudes, Hohenpeißenberg (Germany, 47.80◦ N , 11.02◦ E ) was selected, Darwin
(Australia, 12.47◦ S , 130.83◦ E ) lies in the Tropics and
Buenos Aires (Argentina, 34.58◦ S , 58.48◦ W ) represents
southern midlatitudes. Buenos Aires has a data gap in early
1999. These plots give an impression of the variability of
the individual stations, which can reach up to ± 5%. This is
comparable also with the RMS of the mean relative differences in Table 2. In Hohenpeißenberg, the seasonal variation
in the GOMEDOAS dataset is obvious, whereas it is less pronounced for Buenos Aires and Darwin. The significant decrease of the values of GOMETOMS in 2000 in the northern
hemisphere is also visible in the Hohenpeißenberg dataset.
The less pronounced decrease in the southern hemisphere in
GOMETOMS in 2000 can be identified at the Darwin station.
The GOMETOMS dataset at Buenos Aires shows a seasonal
variation with enhanced values in midyear and reduced values at the turn of the year.
At all stations, the increased variability of the differences
in 2000 already observed in the daily means in Fig. 2 are
visible. Most pronounced is this for Buenos Aires, whereas
Hohenpeißenberg and Darwin appear to be less effected.
Figure 4 shows the mean relative difference over the entire
time frame for each individual station including its standard
deviation. Some stations show significantly large deviations
for all datasets. Deviations of more than 5% are observed
for the stations Lagos (Nigeria) with about 7%, Hanoi (Vietnam) and Mariambio (Argentina) with about 8.5% and Sofia
(Bulgaria) with about −8%. 80% of the stations show mean
differences of less than 2% with respect to the satellite data.
www.atmos-chem-phys.org/acp/3/1409/
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Fig. 3. Relative deviation between satellite and Dobson measurements for the stations Hohenpeißenberg, Buenos Aires, and Darwin.

6 Discussion
The most pronounced feature is the very regular seasonal pattern observed in the monthly mean deviations of the GOMEDOAS dataset. Similar seasonal variations were already observed for previous GDP versions in northern midlatitudes
(Lambert et al., 2000). These are introduced by the airmass
factor calculations. Up to the current version 2.7 of the GDP,
ozone climatology used for the airmass factor determination
is based on a twodimensional CTM. Additionally, there are
no iterations in the AMF calculations to match total ozone
of the climatological ozone profiles with the observed total
ozone values.
The upcoming version 3.0 of the GOME data products will
introduce important modifications to overcome this probwww.atmos-chem-phys.org/acp/3/1409/

lem. The ozone climatology is replaced by the one used in
the TOMS version 7 algorithm (Wellemeyer et al., 1997).
Ozone AMFs were pre-calculated using LIDORT (Spurr
et al., 2001) and parameterised using neural network techniques (Loyola, 1999). The total ozone content is derived
using an iterative procedure (Spurr, 1999), that searches for
the best suited ozone profile. Figure 5 shows a comparison
of version 3.0 with version 2.7 for 4 April 1997. Overplotted
is a line showing the correction proposed by Bodeker et al.
(2001) to homogenise total ozone GDP version 2.4 with the
measurements of the Dobson network. Major changes between version 2.4 and 2.7 were related to NO2 column retrieval, showing minor differences in total ozone. The difference between old and new GDP version generally agrees
well with the suggested correction, e.g. total ozone from the

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 3, 1409–1419, 2003
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Fig. 4. Mean relative deviation between satellite and Dobson measurements of all coincident measurements at each individual station during
1996–2000. The vertical bars indicate the standard deviation of the mean relative deviation. Left: Northern and southern hemisphere
combined. Right: Only northern hemisphere.

Fig. 6. FURM total ozone (14 Dec 1998, 48.44◦ N , 7.06◦ E ) depending on the used individual solar measurement. The dotted line
indicates the total ozone, if the mean solar spectrum is used.

Fig. 5. Difference of GOME total ozone GDP version 2.7 and GDP
version 3.0 for 4 April 1997. The black line gives the correction determined by Bodeker et al. (2001) to homogenise total ozone GDP
version 2.7 with measurements of the Dobson network.

new GDP version are in better agreement with the DOBSON
network data. Exception are measurements with solar zenith
angles beyond 85◦ .
The other datasets based on GOME data, GOMETOMS
and GOMEFURM, show small seasonal variations. Three
sources for seasonal variations are possible. First, insufficient climatologies may introduce seasonal artefacts, as it
is the case for GOMEDOAS. Climatological information is
used in all algorithms presented here. Second, the algorithm may be sensitive to the global seasonal variations of
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 3, 1409–1419, 2003

the ozone distribution in the atmosphere. Third, instrumental effects may introduce seasonal artefacts to the measured
spectra. For the GOME instrument, one effect of this type
is known, introducing small seasonal variations to the irradiance of the instrument.
The solar intensity in GOME is reflected by a diffuser,
which is a sand blasted aluminium plate. The pattern on the
surface is not perfectly random, introducing small interference pattern in the diffused light which depends on the incident angle of the incoming solar light. Because of the passive
tracking of the sun the incident angle of the solar beam on the
diffuser has a seasonal pattern defined by the relative position
of the earth-sun-satellite system.
The GOME solar spectrum is a mean of about 17 individual measurements taken in sequence during full solar disc
viewing (Weber et al., 1998). Therefore, these individual
measurements can be used to study the effect of a changing
www.atmos-chem-phys.org/acp/3/1409/
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Fig. 7. Left: Mean relative deviation between GOME total ozone and Dobson measurements against the fractional cloud cover of the ground
scene. The vertical lines show the 1σ scatter in each class. Cloud cover is taken from the ICFA algorithm (see text for explanation). Right:
Histogramm of the number of datapoints in the left plot.

incident angle. With the FURM algorithm, the ozone profile for one groundpixel is retrieved using the individual solar
measurements for normalisation. Figure 6 shows the GOMEFURM total ozone from the individual solar spectra. Remarkable is the smooth variation of the ozone value with
the changing incident angle. Unfortunately, during these sequence of sun measurements the zenith angle at the diffuser
plate varies, whereas in the course of the year the azimuthal
angle varies. Therefore, a quantitative statement about the
amplitude of a seasonal effect cannot be derived. Nevertheless, a small effect in the same order of 0.3% can be expected,
which is too small to be clearly identified.
The EPTOMS dataset gives highly reproducible results
with a small bias of 1.1% in the northern and a larger offset
of about 3.3% in the southern hemisphere. This feature of
the TOMS data product was also observed by other authors
(Bodeker et al., 2001; Lambert et al., 2000). Remarkable
here is that the GOMETOMS dataset shows the same difference of 2.2% between the northern and southern hemisphere.
This difference indicates that the increased TOMS values in
the southern hemisphere are most likely introduced by the algorithm and is independent of the instrument. In general, the
GOMETOMS values are about 2% lower than the EPTOMS
values, which are most likely due to differences in the radiometric calibration of the two instruments at the discrete
TOMS wavelengths.
After the end of 1999, both instruments TOMS and GOME
show some sign of instrumental changes due to aging of each
instrument. Both instruments are now over five years in operation.
www.atmos-chem-phys.org/acp/3/1409/

The TOMS instrument experienced two data anomalies
starting in the year 2000: a drop in the throughput of the
instrument and an across-track bias in the order of 3%. This
error appears to be caused by changes in the optical properties of the front scan mirror (NASA, 2001). This scan bias is
most likely the reason for the enhanced variability in 2000.
The GOME instrument also shows degradation in the UVpart of the spectra. In general, such a degradation should
be cancelled out by using the sun-normalised spectra. However, recently a scan mirror angle dependent degradation was
observed, which means that the solar spectra and the earthshine spectra for different scan directions degrades at slightly
different rates (Snel, 2001; Tanzi et al., 2001). Whereas
the GOMEDOAS dataset seems to be relatively robust because of the polynomial subtraction in the DOAS approach,
the GOMEFURM and most noticeable the GOMETOMS are
more sensitive, as seen by the drift in the satellite-Dobson
differences in 2000.
An important issue for satellite based UV-vis retrievals
of ozone is the handling of clouds. For the GOMEDOAS dataset, cloud cover information comes along with the
GOME data product, which is derived from the O2 absorption by the Initial Cloud Fitting Algorithm (ICFA) (Burrows
et al., 1999). In Fig. 7, the mean relative deviation between
GOMEDOAS and Dobson total ozone against the fractional
cloud cover and a histogram of the distribution of the cloud
cover values in this plot is given. ICFA underestimates the
fractional cloud cover, because it is insensitive to optical thin
clouds like cirrus clouds (Koelemeijer and Stammes, 1999).
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Whereas for cloud-free or almost cloud-free pixels the
mean difference is −0.5 to −1.0%, for cloudy pixels the
mean difference increases to −4%. Most likely, this is caused
by a problem of the airmass factor calculation for a cloudy
scene. The ozone total column is calculated by dividing the
slant columns densities (SCD) with the airmass factor. In the
operational system, two airmass factors are calculated, down
to ground and down to cloud-top. The total AMF is then defined as the linear combination of AMFcloud and AMFclear
weighted with the fractional cloud cover. Lower ozone values for high cloud coverage indicate too large AMFcloud values, most likely caused by insufficient values for cloud-top
height and/or cloud albedo, which are both taken from climatologies. In addition, the assumed ozone column below
clouds (the so-called ghost vertical column) depends on the
cloud-top height.
Checking the cloud dependency for the other datasets
would be a huge task beyond this work, because they are
no direct cloud products available with these datasets. Cloud
dependencies are already observed for TOMS (Newchurch
et al., 2002), similar dependencies should apply also to the
GOMETOMS dataset.
7

Conclusions

The overall agreement of all satellite total ozone data sets
presented here is generally very high and in most cases
within the uncertainty of 2% of the Dobson measurements.
Exceptions are the enhanced EPTOMS values in the southern hemisphere, the seasonal variations of the GOMEDOAS
dataset and the unusual values in 2000 in the GOMETOMS
and GOMEFURM datasets.
Statistics with large datasets are a powerful tool to unveil
small effects of algorithm inconsistencies and instrument effects and allow a better understanding of these effects. For
improvement of the GOME analysis it was shown that a neural network iterative AMF algorithm and use of two ozone
temperatures in the ozone crossection may provide longterm
stability of the GOME dataset using the DOAS approach.
The future GDP version 3.0 will include these updates. The
interhemispheric offset in the TOMS data are identified to be
a part of the version 7 ozone retrieval, which causes similar biases in both GOME and TOMS data. A new version 8
TOMS algorithm is presently in preparation.
Aging effects of both instruments are identified in 2000
as enhanced variability in the total ozone differences. Additionally, unusual large mean differences are observed for
GOMETOMS and GOMEFURM during 2000, whereas the
DOAS approach apart from increasing noise appears to be
stable with respect to instrument degradation.
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